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Introduction

This document is designed to show that Redditch Borough Council is
genuinely committed to improving race equality in the town. It is a public
statement of how work on Race Equality is integrated into the wider work of
the Council and the Council’s performance on work equality will be subject to
regular scrutiny.

It is part of the Council’s work to reach the Equalities Standard for Local
Government.

This document will be updated regularly and updated copies will be available
on the website at redditchbc.gov.uk or by contacting .... on (01527) 64252.
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Part One - Strategy

1.1 Commitment to Race Equality
The Council is committed to working with local communities on :

• STANDARDS

Reaching a shared understanding of the standards and policies that the
Council should have in place to support the whole community

• RESOURCES

Providing clarity over responsibilities within the Council, in partner
organisations  and in the community for working to eliminate
discrimination, promote equal opportunities and enable good relations

• SHARED OWNERSHIP / INVOLVEMENT

Reaching agreement on how the Council can work together with communities
and also partners to meet shared standards

• ACTION FOR IMPROVEMENT

Providing a concrete action plan, with measurable targets, and realistic
deadlines

• MONITORING

Ensuring that systems are in place to make sure that the work of the
Council is accountable to the communities it serves, and that work and
achievements on race equality are recorded and scrutinised

To achieve this, the Council is committed to a Compact with black and
minority ethnic communities.

1.2 Overall strategic objective
The Council has stated its commitment to Race Equality in the Corporate
Plan, with commitments to work towards:
• eliminating unlawful racial discrimination

• promoting equality of opportunity

• promoting good relations between people of different racial groups

The Council is also committed to meeting the Equalities Standard for Local
Government, which provides a wider framework for combating discrimination
on a range of grounds eg gender, disability etc., and the Race Equality
Scheme is an important part of this work.
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1.3 Race Equality as a Strategic Theme
Race equality is at the heart of the Council’s key strategic themes, for
example:

Strategic
Theme

Impact on Race Equality

Community
Safety

Work towards this is a way of developing links with black
minority ethnic (BME) communities and including them in
partnership decisions, including addressing community
safety concerns. The Community Safety Partnership will
also work towards eliminating unlawful racial discrimination
by enforcement agencies and partner agencies when
addressing crime.

Social Inclusion The Council’s work aims to promote equality between racial
groups and those disadvantaged due to economic
circumstances.

For example,

REDI  centre is an inclusive, providing tailored adult
information, training and guidance and working actively
with community representatives to offer assistance and
training.

the Sure Start initiative to develop services for parents-to-
be, parents and carers with children under age 4 will
include special projects such as advice for mothers where
English is a second language, multi-cultural books and a
multi cultural parents’ forum.

Health The Council’s wider role includes promoting better health
provision and access for BME communities and ensuring
health professionals are aware of community issues, as
well as supporting specific initiatives eg promoting the
multi-faith centre at the Alexander Hospital.

As part of the Sure Start initiative the Council will be
working to identify why family health services are not
accessed and establishing culturally sensitive support
services eg breastfeeding.

Youth Eliminating racial discrimination between young people,
promoting awareness of different youth cultures and
devising facilities to promote better relationships.

Neighbourhood
Renewal

Ensuring that plans to improve neighbourhoods benefit all
communities including BME communities.

Partnership
Working

Ensuring that BME community participates at a strategic
level regarding decisions on improvements and policies
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within Redditch. Directly addressing race equality issues as
part of the Redditch Partnership.

E Government Promoting open access to council services, and supporting
links between communities. Using community languages,
and ensuring that the website meets accessibility
standards

Modernising
Democracy

Engaging with local communities through public
participation in decision making where possible eg
neighbourhood groups, overview and scrutiny

Environment Developing a better environment for all, through initiatives
and the wider use of the planning and development
services,  including targeted action for the needs of specific
communities

Housing Working towards best practice in the provision and
management of social housing, including equal treatment
and the elimination of discrimination. Recognising the
potential for inequality in the fundamental issue of housing
and working to ensure systems and staff and tenant
awareness that meet the requirements of the Race
Relations Amendment Act.

Leisure Assessing levels of use and reviewing facilities to ensure
equal access, as well as specific initiatives to involve local
communities and meet their particular needs.

Supporting
People

Equalities issues are built into all Supporting People
strategies and contracts, identifying specific community
needs and providing inclusive forums for all users which
are representative.
In addition, specific projects are in place for recreation and
education activities for older people eg afro Caribbean
lunch club

Capital
Programme

Using the release of capital monies for the benefit of all,
with a range of programmes targeted to develop the town
as a whole as well as meeting the needs of specific groups.

Cross Cutting
Service Issues

Monitoring service provision to profile users, decisions etc.
Ensuring equality of access to services - eg is the process
for planning/building control application clear if English is
not your first language?
Making sure all published Council material can be
available in appropriate translations eg how does a non
English speaking person understand a letter threatening
enforcement proceedings for not complying with a
regulation?

Engaging groups and communities that are currently hard
to reach through consultation at the policy formulation
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stage.

Having a model for fair enforcement in relation to all
aspects of service delivery, e.g., planning, environmental
health, housing benefit etc. etc.

Building consideration of equalities into the Council’s work
at  the stages of community planning, corporate planning,
objectives for services and individuals, and in the policy
review process.

Respecting human rights across all areas of operation, and
in appropriate use of enforcement, surveillance etc..

Consideration of the Equalities impact of all new policies is also considered
at policy formulation stage, with a requirement on all reports for approving
policies to consider specifically any equalities issues.
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Part Two - Action

2.1 3 year action plan for reviewing services
All services will be subject to an impact assessment, and those with high
impact will be subject to an Equalities Review, measuring up against the
Equality Standard for Local Government. This means a thorough assessment
of how the service performs in meeting best practice on Equalities

The review programme will be set on an annual basis, taking into account the
needs and views of communities, and the main work areas of both the
Council and its partner organisations. The review programme will be
approved by the elected members of the Council.

2.2 Description of review process
This will be part of the Corporate Equality Plan. This review process guide
will act as a flexible guide to everyone involved in reviewing services and is
subject to regular review and improvements in order to keep it relevant,
accessible and consistent with the needs of everyone involved.

2.3 Training for staff
The standards to be achieved through training are as follows:

For all staff

• To understand the forms that unlawful racial discrimination can take, and
the impact it can have

• To appreciate the legislative framework

• To gain cultural awareness, and celebrate the diversity of communities in
Redditch

For managers

• To be fully trained on the Race Relations Amendment Act (using the
materials provided by the Campaign for Race Equality and the Employers’
Organisation)

• To appreciate the relevance of managing diversity, and identify (and avoid)
“hotspots” for managerial discrimination

• To understand and identify equalities impact of any new policies

For those engaged in Equalities Reviews

• To understand the requirements of the Race Relations Amendment Act,
and previous relevant legislation
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• To understand what the Equalities Review consists of

• To identify how their services impact upon different communities

• To challenge existing practices (formal and informal) and identify practical
steps to promote equality of opportunity and good relations

The Council uses a range of methods, including formal training sessions, e-
learning and one-to-one coaching to ensure these standards are met.

The impact of this training on perceptions will continue to be monitored via
staff surveys.

These training requirements will be monitored on an annual basis by the
Human Resources team, with managers taking responsibility for incorporating
these requirements into training planning for employees.

2.4 Race Equality Monitoring
Consideration of race equality statistics will be built into the workplan of the
Special Issues Scrutiny Panel, which will also generate auditable
requirements for action as a response to these statistics.

The list of measures will be reviewed by the Panel in the light of each year’s
Equality Reviews.
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Part Three - Involvement and Review

3.1 Telling the public about progress

The methods used will depend upon the service in question and will be in line
with the Consultation Strategy and Communications Strategy.

However, examples will include:

• Face-to-face
(individual/group)

• Print
(newsletters/posters
/ publications)

• Electronic
(intranet/internet/email/
video/radio/digitalTV/kiosks)

• Telephone (services/
teams/ switchboard)

• Post • Media

• Press adverts • Redditch Matters • Displays

• Leaflet • Radio • Video

• website • Press releases • Councillor spokesperson

3.2 Telling staff about progress
Examples will include:

• Booklet • Contact • briefings

• email • workshops • intranet

• leaflet • displays

3.3 Complaints mechanism
It is accepted that the normal complaints mechanisms may not be sufficient to
deal with complaints of racial discrimination.

The additional elements will be built into responses to complaints of potential
racial discrimination

• All complaints which are identified as potential racial discrimination, either
by the complainant or by the manager receiving the complaint, will
therefore be handled personally by the Director of the work area

• The Director can request another Director to provide a senior level review
of the investigation, to double check for any discrimination, direct, indirect,
deliberate, inadvertent or institutional

• If possible, complainants will also be given details of possible external
support contacts to provide them with extra information etc.
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• Normal timescales will be used as a target, and any more lengthy
processes due to deeper investigations will be explained to the
complainant with the opportunity to comment or challenge provided

Details of how to complain can be obtained from the Corporate
Communications team on (01527) 64252 or from the website
(www.redditchbc.gov.uk).

3.4 Process for reviewing the Race Equality Scheme
The review of this Race Equality Scheme will be built into the Corporate Plan
for 2006.

The review of the scheme will be formatted on the basis of feedback through
the three year rolling programme of reviews, monitoring information, and
community feedback.
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